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Alumni Plan Carolers Put Carroll Ahead in Music Field Little T heatre Scene of
Bicentennial
"Your Uncle D udley''
Celebration
Notre Dame and Urusline Theatt•ical Groups Join with
Carroll Organization in Presenting Foremost Produc·
lion of Year; Carl Freidel Directs

Plan to Invite Nationally Known
Catholic L e a d e r as Guest
Speaker

~lore progress has been reported by the Little Theater
uciet)' of
John Carroll on their one important production of the year, "Your ncle
Dudley.·•
l.1r. Carl Freidel and Fr. l\1urphy ha\'e been pu hing the production
with the result that a date and place have been decided upon; Feb. 8-9-10

The John Carroll Alumni, at
thei r meeting which was held Monday evening, December 17 at the
University, init iated plans for a
celebration to be held in honor of

in the Little Theatre of the Public Hall.
Seats, all re;:crved, arc fifty cent:-. Patron tickets $3.00.
As was previously announced the femuune cast wa chosen from the eighty
Frank Polk - Chas. Henry l\feet prospects from Ur·uline College and
Tom O'Connell- Chet Lynn Notre Dame College.
The leading roles arc played by Charles
For President's Cup
Bynane, a Junior at Carroll and Rita
The final contest in the Intra-mural Hlavin, Freshman at , fotre Dame.
The entire cast is Dudley Dixon,
Debating Tournament for the President's
Cup will be held Wednesday; Dec. l9. Charles Bynanc; Jane Dixon, Rita HlaAfter a long series of contests the two vin; Ethyl Church. 1liriam Berry, Urteams of Chester Lynn, Tom O'Connell suline Sophomore; Robert Kirby, Frank
and Frank Polk, Charles Henry are left. Hurd, Carroll Junior; Charlie Post, Tom
The final debate will be held in the O'Connell, Carroll Junior; l\fabel Church,
gymnasium during the regular convoca- 1-fary Cooney, Ursuline Junior; Christine
Sederholm, Frances Croke, :\otre Dame
tion. It will be a full l611gth debate. As
Freshman.
the debate will undoubtedly run longer
Although to date several rehearsals
than the regular convocation period, only
ha\'e been held there i still a large
those who have no classes will be alamount of work to be done before the
lowed to listen to the remainder. Three
judges cho~ctt from the faculty will ren- final product is put to the approval of
an audience. However Father ~furhpy
der the decision.
and Carl Freidel promise that the en·
In the course u£ the <lebatc there was Ul,usi~m ~.>t ~~
•
·a tic, rrank O'Connell and William Milan exi:rllent performance.
ler tied John Drain and George Szudx.
To satisfy the ambitions of the other
In a run-off of this contest, l\Iiller and
members of Little Theatre Society. two
O'Connell triumphed. However they
one act play· are being prepared. A
were later defeated by the team of Polk
number
of promising Freshmen arc inand Henry.
cluded in the casts.
In holdin the finals of the tournament
Rehearsals have been retarded because
g
·
0
· 1
at
convocatiOn,
the ratonca
<)f the fact that Director Carl Freidel
S a. student
.
. .
..
octety 1 abtdmg by a long tradtt!On. has been out of the city. However, the
Even· •ear the final contest is held be- casts have been practising individually
f
'u ) t d t bod
about once a week and can be whipped
ore 1e s u en
Y·
The subject chosen for the debate into shape by the director with a little
tournament was "Resolved that the na- effort.
"Is It Vinegar" a one act comedy will
tions of the world should agree to prevent
the international shipment of arms and be enacted by a cast of four: Ernest
munitions." This topic is the one adopt- Rickerd, James Cavanaugh, Joseph Le·
ed by the Pi Kappa Delta National For- hane and Francis Jaksic.
The other play, "Smart Guy " will
ensic Fraternity. Representations of the
Ohio College also adopted this topic in include: Francis Biehl, Vincent Fornes,
a Convention held in Kent, Ohio earlier William McGee, Carl De Franco, and
in the year.
John Toner.
The details for the tournament were
It is intended that these plays shall
arranged by the Executive Committee of be put on in hospitals, orphanages and
the John Carroll Oratorical Society. other similar institutions. Last year the
This. committee is made up of Robert Little Theatre Society put on shows at
Fegen. Chester Lynn, Joseph Sullivan several of such places and their work was
and \Vatter O'Donnell.
heartily welcomed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Debate Tourney
Final Staged Today

the Bicentel'lnial of the birth of Bishop
John Carroll, university namesake.
A committee was chosen to plan the
celebration but nothing definite has been
settled as yet. Those in charge of plans
arc: Rev. Ralph A. Gallagher, S. J.,
Moderator; F rank Ranney, Chairman;
Harry Hanna, Alumni President; George
Hauser, Cletus Koubek, AI Burens, Edm~ld SmoliJ.t William Mc<;arty and
Edward Brennan. John Nantell and
Robert McCarty will represent the student body on the committee. Donald
Standing-D. Lango, I. Hurd.
Scat,•d-1. C::y::ak, C. Jolwson.
Gavin, history instructor, will represent
the lay fac ulty.
Forty-four years of active existence places the John Carroll Glee Club well
Members of the committee are now out in front as the Cniver'sity's oldest organization, and past records mark it as
contacting nationally known Catholic one of the most active.
The quartette, campo ed of Otto J.
leade rs in an effort to secure a promLongo and Claire Johnson, tenors,
inent guest speaker for the occasion.
and Francis Hurd and John Czyzak,
A second meeting will be held this
basses, has filled numerous engageSaturday, December 22, for the purpose
ments throughout the city. They have
of receiving and judging committee rebeen pres nt at the Ohio Poets and
ports. T he committee intends to invite
, several local and religious leaders and Leakage of H eart Proves Fatal Authors banquet. at the annual meeting
R.K.O. executives, and at the Junior
•
1llfl!oir to be a ..etherin_J of
To Stud~ .Ero• ~P'ia,. f~· of
Citild card paW)''
'\.:1\e 'elan& Club.
r&r Jfr~I'Rk or JOltn Ca:rroll
al Todjy
The students of the school have heard
University.
The date may be on the fells t day of
Death has again reached out into the them at the parties which were given
Bishop Carroll, January 7, but it will John Carroll student body. On the bul - in the gym during the past months.
more probably be about the 15th of the letin board Monday an official notice of Plans are being formulated for a still
month.
the dean announced the death of Ernest more extensive program for these four
singer_s after the Christmas recess.
The Most Rev. J ohn Carroll. S. ].. Dobrowski, Carrol) junior.
FI.I'St Performance on WGAR
was the fi rst Bishop of the United States.
After :Mass last Friday, Father Lynch
· 'l ar 1y acttve
· progra1n 11as b een
H e was born January 7, 1735 in Mary- earnestly asked the prayers of the student · A sm11
b 11 Gl
Cl b · If Th fi
ee
u It~e ·
c rst
land. His brother, Daniel Carroll, was body for Dobrowski. He had been taken gtve~l Y t !!
pubhc
performance
gt\·en over taa member of the Colonial Congress and ill with a leakage of the heart. Two tion WGAR on the was
Columbus Day proone of the two Catholic signer of the days later, the boy was dead.
gram sponsored by the Knights of CoDeclarat ion of Independence. Entering
Funeral services are being held in lumbus. The next appearance was made
the J esuit orde r in 1753 he was ordain- Elyria, Ohio today. A committee of six before the student body at a regular
ed a priest in Belgium in 1769. Re- students are paying their respects by convocation period. This most august
tuming to Ame rica he became active in serving as pallbearers at the funeral body of critics seemed to be well pleased
Revolutionary
affairs.
He founded r ites.
with the presentation.
Georgetown Un iversity, one of the largDobrowski. a pre-medical student, reAt the invitation of the Cleveland
est universities in the country. He has sided at 151 Middle Avenue, Elyria, Catholic Collegiate Alumnae, the Glee
been called "The Father of the Catholic Ohio. He graduated in June, 1932 from Club recently sang for the residents of
Press in America."
Elyria High. His parents are John and the Good Shepherd's Home. They pre·
Very nearl y all the Jesuit colleges in Josephine Dobrowski.
sented a program which lasted for an
America ate planning to honor this outWhile at Carroll Ernest showed a spe- hour and a half, proving that their reperstanding Jesuit. All of Catholic America, cial interest in both journalism and ath- toirc is more extensive than it has been
in fact, will un ite in celebration of the letics.
in past years.
Bicentennial of his birth. John Carroll
The Nnt·s, John Carroll students and
A program to be broadcast over the
intends to do its part in memory of his faculty wish to express their sympathy
BC chain through vVT 1\:\I is now in
deeds.
to the members of the Dobrowski family. preparation. This will be given some
time in January and will take the place
of the Christmas program which had
been planned earlier in the year.
The officers of the club, who are
expected to aid in carrying out the plans
for the coming season, were chosen at
\\'hat was that I was going to do this year before Chri tmas? Oh, yeah. I
the meeting of December 3, and are as
By Eugene F. Gleason
was going to send a Christmas card to Bill real early. Last year we agreed not
follows:
Jack
'an
tell,
president;
FranPerhaps we' re prejudiced, but the hamburger has always impressed us as
to send cards and then the louse ends me one on Christmas Eve, so I wouldn't
somet hing tha t happe ned when yesterday's patrons weren't hungry. None the cis Hurd, business manager, and Joseph have time to return one. I wonder what he thought about the ~ ew Year's card
less, we can't deny its cosmopolitan character ; it is actually the Animal King- P. Sullivan, publicity manager.
I sent? - No I don't either. I know
But it ain't the tricks so much. \\!hat
dom's League of Nations in a meat-cake.
•
what he thought allright. \V ell, let em
Sigma
Kappa
P
i
Society
to
r hate is that sappy innocent "1fotherR ight he re we shoul d distin guish be- - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - think it.
Hold H oliday R eu nion Dec. 27
what is beer ?"--expression he puts on
tween round steak g round, and ham- Obviously, this can become a trifle disLet 'em think anything he wants. I his silly pan. after he's done you dirt.
quieting.
What
the
low-class
beanery
Sigma
Kappa
Pi,
John
Carroll
never lost any love over that sap.
burger. The forme r is merely a matter
I'll take anything but that.
euphemistically calls "hamburger," we
honor society, is planning a holi"Wishing you a ).ferry Christmas."
of putting so much steak in a meat- fear, is only that which the kitchen mice
What if his sister is pretty nice. She
day reunion to be held at Regnatz;
- 'uts. \\'hy didn't he say, "Here's flies ain't the only girl in the world. E\·en
grinder and turning the cra nk. Not so have already rejected as dangerous to
3618 Euclid avenue, on Thursday
in your soup." That's what he meant.
if she was, I wouldn't have to take what
simple is the hamburger. A meat grinder their digestive peace and safety.
e,·ening, Dec. 27th. Dinner will
There's something else I wanted to that goof hands out. He gets three
is no more than the hamburger's stepNext to the philosophic term, "beingbe served at six-thirty, the charge
remember too. Let's see . . . Yeah. I passes for a show and I pay the tax. I
father, whereas its real pappy is a in-general," we think "hamburger" has
being seventy-fi\•e cents per pergot it now. Him pretending he didn't pay the tax. What a laugh.
broom. \Ve'd be willing to swear that the widest possible extension. 11-0-Tif some low thief swiped all the r estau- H-E-R, when put together, may spell
A fine brother-in-law that boy'd make.
get that hint I threw at him last August
son. Guest of the fraternity at
rant brooms in America, next day a "1fother," but a combination of e\'cryabout my Birthday comin'. I throw 'im I couldn't stand it that's all. A guy can
this dinner will include Rev. B.
million sandwich buns would bang shut thing from jungle cats to La Cucaracha,
a hint as broad as the fat woman in a stand just so much before he blows up.
J. Rodman, S. ].. president oi
on the empty nests of as ma ny ham- from old overshoes to broken chinaI circus and it slides over him like an He's so disgustingly healthy too.-And
John Carroll; Rev. E. Bracken,
burgers.
•
eel on grease. He ain't so good on hints. he's always home. Every time I call on
ware, doesn't include the full extension
S. J., dean; Rev. R. A. Gallagher,
But he got that one, oh, he got it, all- ~faizie there he is--with his mouth open.
Hash-house hamburger, like palmis- of "hamburger"; it is, in brief, a chip
S. J., and 1fr. Harry Hanna.
right. Seems to me he changed the sub- He keeps his mouth open so much you'd
try in the slums, is apt to be a di rty busi- off eve ry old block in creation.
president of the Carroll alumni
ject pretty fast. The louse. Then when think it ud fill up that vacuum in his
A number of things might be said
ness. It isn't that the ingredients a re
association.
his birthday comes he has a birthday head. • ·ature abhor a Yacuum. Ab·
about
America's
Hash
of
Horror,
yet
more numerous and inorganic, but
Invitations to this reunion have
party. So what could I do? I had to go hors is the word all right.
rather the increasing conviction, as one most of them could be summed up in
been mailed to members of the
I think I'll give up the family. Let's
and bring him a gift. What fast ones
eats, that a large part of them got in to the ph rase; ''Epicurean Hari-Kari"
past three graduating classes.
(Contim,cd Oil Page 8)
that baby pulls, Wow!
see where does that other girl live?
th ~ _sandwich JJnd er their own power.

------

Ernest Dobrowski
Junior, Dies Dec. 16

Horrors of Hamburger Discussed in
Detail by Observant College Student

I

Joyous Christmas Season S poiled
As T houghts Begin to T urn Sour

I

I
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~niversity

Six years <~go Fr. Renedict J. Rodman
becatllc president of John Carroll University. The college, as he found it, was
in a far diffcrt:nt state than at present.
Enrollment was smaller and the UniYcrsity's iuture rather obscure.
Fr. Redman was not sati fied with
things as they were and immediately set
about making Carroll better known.
EYerywhcrc in the city he '"talked up"
the school among influential per on in
all walks of life. .\ plan of extensive
campaigning for Carroll began. Results
soon followed and registration incrca ·cd
greatly in the next cvcral years.
\Vhcn his fir,;t plan: worked out well,
Fr. Rodman put his entire energy into
a great subscription drive ior new university building>. From all over the city,
pledges poured in and the campaign ended, a magnificent success. Cml'<truction
work wa. :itartcd on the new school but
the national depression, which followed
~oon after shattered all plans.
~Ioney
cea~cd to come in on the pledge; and
work had to be stopped.
This set-back. though a seriou~ blow
to Fr. Hodman, did not mean the end
of hi~ ambitions. From then on he set
himself to the ta. k of finding a loan to
finish the school. As yet nothing has
materialized to repay him for his long
labor.
Carroll has been trulv fortunate to
have su·h a man at its he~d. Since his
arrival the university has gained much
in prestige and iamc. Particularly outide of Cleveland has Carroll become
better known. Each year more students
from other cities ha,·e come to the uni\·ersity and all this increase in publicity is
directly due to Fr. Rodman.

--------

President

Rev. B.

I

J. Rodman, S. J.

Xot sati fied with his work at the
university he has al o taken the time to
give retreats at schools throughout the
city. Anyone who has ever heard him
speak will remember the earnest tones
in which he expresses himself and the
absence of any 'padding' from his talks.
Every word is important and straight to
the point. For his short speeches he is
known all over the city. Carroll's best
"break" in years came to it when Fr.
Rodman became president.
Of hi work it might be said, as it was
said of Rome's great Augustus: "He
found it a city of brick and left it a city
of marble," though exception must be
taken to the word 'city' and in this case
made 'college.'

Latin Society
To Meet Today Local Art Exhibit
.
-1llu>tratcd lecture

..Grec1an
.

Features Work of
Carroll Librarian

An
on
Temples" by :.rr. Charles Castellano. s.
]., will he the feature of the weekly
- incetn~tlre' od<" :rs 'Tu>c lana, the
Classical Club of John Carroll Univer;ity, at their weekly meeting in the
J'hy>i<:, J.c,·turc Room at two o'clock
this ait~rnoon. l{ev. Jo eph A. Keifer,
S. ] ., Director of the Cla-;sical Department, is moderator of this organil!ation.
At their meeting last week the members of the ocietas Tusca lana reelected
l~obert -::\. Fcgen. president. Joseph P.
ullivan and William B. ~\Iillcr ·were
elected \·icc-president and secretary respectively.

Pre-Med Students
Take Examinations
Jn Dec. 7. the ~f edical Aptitude test<,
were gi,•cn to all Pre-medical students
desiring to take them. The tests were
taken by ten students of the Pre-::\[edical
department of the University. The primary purpos<' of these examinations was
to d~:tcrmine the students' knowledge and
deductive ability in matter· im·oh·ing the
medical profession. The te. ts were not
gi,·en as a means of cia sifying the students, hut rather as a means of informing medical ~choob of the standing of the
respective student:. Any student making
a satisfactory test is eligible to enter any
medical school in the country.

Holiday Parties

'
Order Chin's Hot Chow

Mein in the new ThermoBox. DeliHted ready to
serve. Here's a treat your
guests will surely enjoy.

3048 St. Clair

PRos. 0190

The oil paintings and charcoal sketches of Frank 'T. Suhadolnik, Librarian
at John Carroll Uni,·ersity, were the
features of the Jugoslav Arti ts Exhibit
which was held in the Slovene National
Home last week.
Prominent among his works were oil
paintings of Professors A. A. Bungart
and Carl Urankar, both of these men
being members of the John Carroll
Faculty. Other paintings of Mr. Suhadolnik which ,,·ere displayed at this exhibit
were "Dixie," a southern mother; "Old
Tom," in which the Carroll Librarian
pre. ents the principal character of Harriet Beecher Stowe's classic; ";\.fy
:\!other," a painting of Mr. Suhadolnik's
mother; "Slovene Costume," a painting
of a young girl who is dressed in the
garb of a Central-European; "Dorothy,"
a painting of 1Ir. Suhadolnik's daughter;
anl.'l many charcoal drawings.
l\fr. Suhadolnik has been librarian at
this University for the last seven years.
During that time he has merited much
praise for the manner in which he has
handled the problems of a librarian and
for the friendly as istance he has given to
students, c pecially those who were preparing their semester theses. This was
the first opportunity that the students of
John Carroll University have had to
Yiew the works of the librarian.
The Club of Jugoslav Artists is the
fir t group of American born J ugoslavs
to organize for mutual acquaintance and
mutual interest. and to hold exhibitions
of the works of members. It is the purpose of the organization to encourage
others in the field of art and to awaken
an art consciousness among the Jugoslavs
of Cleveland and to show the cultural
force of the American-born J ugoslavs.
~Ir. Frank T. Suhadolnik is vice president of this ort:?;anization and Professor
Uranker is the Historian. Other artist
whose work were exhibited are Lad
Erzen, Frank Janezic, ~fildred Kogoy,
1Irs. Johanna Mally, Mrs. Olga Gerzel:O.fesnar, Joseph Opalek, and George Voinovich.
\\'e mentioned something
men swimmers a white ago.
swiJllming for about three
vath did the forty yard dash
time.

about fresh\Veil, after
weeks Horin 22. Good

Alumni
News
By
D. Cullinan and J, Boehm
'The Alumni received a heavy blow
by the death of two of its members who
individually have gone a great distance
in establi hing the prestige of Carroll
University and its alumni. Each had
taken a definite position in life and we,
their destiny-bound successors, watch
their passing with mingled emotions
of hope and regret. 'We students respectfully hope to continue their work
and memories with our own future efforts.
Incidentally, we are incorporating the
alumni of old St. Ignatius College and
Carroll Univer ity under one namehead realizing that '"Carroll University"
was written in the stars even during
the brilliant days of its predecessors
reign. Theoretically, therefore, all our
alumni were students at a Carroll uni\'ersity and have a right to be so designated.

Father Phillip O'Brien
Robert Ring Die
We wish to keep a living union between the past and the present by
using the newspaper column and correspondence as the welding medium.
\Ve columnists will endeavor to do
our part while the alumni are expected
to reciprocate by cooperative correspondence.
'Two prominent Carroll alumni, the
Rev. Father Phillip O'Brien, late asst.
pastor of Saint Agnes parish in Cleveland, and Attorney-at-law Robert L.
Ring, a Cleveland lawyer passed away
during the last month and curiously
enough each met his untimely death in
an automobile, one the victim of an accident, the other of a heart attack.
Father O'Brien, a member of the
class of '19, died November 15, a few
hours after the automobile he was driving crashed into a safety stanchion in
East Cleveland. Father O'Brien was
returning from a congratulatory party
on being appointed to
t. Agnes's
parish.
Promi~ Alutnni
Coming to Carroll from St. Joseph's
Academy, Father O'Brien established
his name as an outstanding student and
basketball player, being elected captain of the team in his senior year. In
1916, he was ordained by Rt. Rev.
] oseph Schrembs, Bishop of Cleveland.
Later he was assigned to Painesville,
Ohio, where he has been stationed for
the last eight years.
Robert L. Ring, until his death on
December 15 a resident of Cleveland
Heights, was a member of the '19
graduating class. He succumbed to a
heart attack while driving home; his
car swerved over the curb and into a
vacant lot and was stopped without
serious harm.
Mr. Ring attended
Cleveland L<!-w College after graduation
from Carroll and became claim agent
and attorney for the Banker's Indemnity & Insurance Co.
Honor Fraternity
Sigma Kappa Pi has proved itself,
through the calibre of its members to
be an "honor society" in the strict
sense of the term. The fraternity will
ever be grateful to its two honorary
members, Father Rodman and the late
Father Fox for the encouragement and
cooperation which led to the establishment of the society.
Three of its members, Norman Kelley '32, George McGuire '33, and Raymond Gallagher '34 are novices at Our
Lady of Lake Seminary. David Dugan
'32 and Robert Mooney '33 are students of medicine at t. Louis U. Edmund Smolik '32 and Edward Culleton
'33 are studying for the same profession at Western Reserve and Marquette
respectively. Robert Sheehan '34 is a
law student at \Vestern Reserve. Donald Gavin '33 is mendicating history at
John Carroll; james O'Mera '32 teaches at South High in Cleveland. Recently, the past secretary of the Society, George E. Grauel '33 was awarded an opportunity to obtain a Doctorate
of Philosophy at St. Louis U.
Just a note of explanation to those
unacquainted with the rituals of the
Sigma Kappa Pi fraternity. It is the
honorary society of john Carroll University founded in October '33 for the
emulation of scholastic accomplishments. \Ve note in this column, the
achievements of those members who
have passed into the alumni designation.

II
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By John Czyzak
Your interviewing scribe was ble• sed with rare good fortune the other d y
when he was given the chance to co verse with one of America's well-known
sculptors, \Villiam :1\Ic\·ey of Cleveland. Artists generally are possess! d
of a curious temperament that oft,.n
fares badly with those of the material
world who break in on their mythical
land of musings. But if 1fr. McVey was
possessed of uch feelings he failed to
display them, for he proved to be very
obliging, hospitable and human.
Rice Institute knew him as a stude:nt
of architecture and a star footb·tll
tackle; a young man who left at t e
end of three years, dissatisfied and unable to decide on his life's work. \Vj.lliam ~IcVey then came to the Clevelapd
School of Art and studied painting. U like many other students, his work received instant approval and on the basJUKIOR GUILD ELECTIONS
The hmior Guild of John Carroll G"niversity last Srmda}•, Dec.
16. held elections for the fiscal year
'34-'35: All officers /tn" the Preceding fiscal year '33-'34 were reelected. Tirey are: Julia Leary,
presUfcnt; .Margaret Roach, viaf>resident; 1sabcllc Mulholland,
treasurer; Hele1~ Kilbane, recording secrctar.y; Ruth 11/itriams, corresponding secretary; Afrs. I ohn
ll!cCarty and Gertrude J.falune,
1l{)tlrinating committee.
The grcmp a/fended 10 :00 Mass
at St. J.1an•'s after which breakfast was served i1~ tire Carroll dining room. Elections uv:re held immcdialcly • after the breakfast.
The Senior G11ild proposes to
celebrate its te11th mmivcrsar}' in
Februar:y, acc()rdillg to 1lfrs. W cyond, secretary.

is of his paintings he was awarded a
coveted art scholarship to Paris. Still
doubtful about his chosen field, he developed a taste for sculpture, and it
was in this vast and difficult field of
creation that his soul found the type of
expression that he had longed for these
many years. Under the great Despieu
he displayed such extraordinary abilities that a few years later his creations
were visited with unusual success.
From then until this writing, Mr. Mc\-ey has been gaining increasing praise
and recognition as a truly great artist.
The sculptor encounters many difficulties which the uninformed layman
cannot appreciate. Not only must the
sculptor possess ambition and genius,
but also a knowledge of mathematics
and anatomy if he hopes to create anything resembling the human being.
Everything must be taken care of in the
most minute detail. The poise of a
head," for example, must be adjusted to
fractional accuracy. \Vithout this insatiable desire for complete perfection
no sculptor can be great.
l\fr. 1[c Vey feels that a sculptor must
do more than reproduce, he must create.
Sculpturing is like music or poetry;
there must be interwoven in it the very
soul of the artist which must grope its
way out of the darkness and obscurity
of struggles, of a great mind. into the
glory and light of expression. Mr.
1\Ic\'ey's creations are clear evidence
that he has incorporated his very soul
into his work. Cleveland is honored
to have included among its citizens such
a distinguished man.
\Vhen we grow weary of the studies
before us, let us think of \\'illiam McVey, who spent many long years of toil
and hardship in a strange land that he
might be able to give the world greater
glory in the field of SCULPTURE.

All Classes Hold
Dr. Frank Doran ta
Annual Elections
Address Scientific
Group Tomorro v
Dr. F. Doran, former Carroll base
and basketball star, will talk Thurs y
evening at 8:00, in the Physics lectu ·eroom, on the subject, "Psychology in
Modern Practice." It will deal with he
attitude of doctor to patient and patient
to doctor. He will also speak on a suibject recently discussed at the convent"on
of the American Medical Associati~ n.
The subject wa~ "Group Medicine a 1d,
the modern tendency to place the Me.:Jical profession under state or federal
control."
Last year a lecture of Dr. Dor m,
under the auspices of the Scientific Academy, was attended by many membus
of the student body and faculty. All
members of the student body who 9fLY
be interested in hearing this lecture by
Dr. Doran are asked to notify J os. Jf'.
Hynes of their propo ed attendance. ·
The Upsilon Delta Sigma Fratern"ty
of New York City, an honorary soci ty
devoted to promoting the arts and sciences, has replied to correspondence
of Secretary Biehl and expressed hopes
that the John Carroll society would accept affiliation with them. If such ,an
affiliation goes through, this will be the
first Carroll organization to become connected with a national honor society.
1\ o action is to be taken immediat ·ly
since there are other honor groups to
be heard from, and because inforn1,ation so far received has been incolnplete. However, announcement will be
made to the students as soon as he
members, most of whom are in acco d
with such an affiliation, decide what
to be done.
Officers elected at the last meeti g
of the Scientific Academy are: J oseJPh
F. Hynes, president; H. Boehmer, vicepresident; Richard Roy, secretary, and
E. Vogt, treasurer. The executive committee, elected unanimously, is co1 1posed of the former vice-president, secretary, and treasurer of the society,
namely, Ed Hill, Fran Biehl, and Mike
Hitchko. A motion was made and pas ed
that the two lower officers of the liO·
ciety would henceforth be members of
the sophomore or freshmen clas!les.
John Nagle will handle all details c~ nnected with securing motion pictu~ s.
At the meeting of the society on December 3, the first group of new members attended a probation meetiJng.

Polk, Conroy, McCafrey, Foti:
Will Head Their Respective
Classes for Coming Year
The annual class elections at John
Carroll were held on vVednesday, December 8. Father Murphy supervised
the proceedings and acted as official
clerk, recorder and judge. The elections
were fast and snappy as there was not
sufficient time for lengthy speeches.
However, much of the glamour was
missing, due to the absence of the usual
four for a nickel El Ropo cigars and the
bone-crushing handshakes.
Those elected to guide the destiny
of the senior class are: Frank Polk,
president; Gilbert Link, vice-president;
Robert McCarty, secretary; Jack Shea,
treasurer.
Results of the junior class elections
showed the following to be elected:
George Conroy, president; Donald
Birmingham, vice-president; \Villiam
Miller, secretary; Joseph Hovanec,
treasurer.
The new officers of the sophomore
class are: Hugh McCaffrey, president;
\Villiam Peoples, vice-president; VVitliam Mel:\ ally, secretary; Frank Carney,
treasurer.
In the freshman class elections the
following students were victorious:
James Foti, president; Thomas Victory,
vice-president; Austin O'Toole, secretary; Frank Ryan, treasurer.

Banquet Planned
For French Club
The last meeting of the French Club
was held Thursday, December 13th in
the Music Room. Aside from business
affairs and various reports, Dick Carroll
gave an interesting discussion on Fr.
Coughlin.
The French Club banquet has been
definitely set for February 14, 1935 in
one of the downtown restaurants. A
committee, consisting of Jerry Fallon,
Dick Carroll and John Czyzak, was appointed to take care of the arrangements
for the banquet.
Freshman "Chuck" Walker had quite
a time staying in the Biology Laboratory. For some reason or another, his
stoll was wont to dig through the floor.

\Vedne ·day, D ece mber 19, 193-1-

[POLK'S POISONAL PIFFLE
H E R E comes that tankful of old P olk which wa ready for
serving on the Thank ·giving menu but because the
pri nter · at that time couldn't find a ewer big enough t o
pour it in, you're being aske~ to imbibe the not-so-potent potion during this ''bleery blissmas'' issue .. . there was nothing
''poisona l" in the last space, and as a result my pan-mailers
all patted me on the back (with grea e concealed in their
palms ) . . . ju t to make my litle-out easier ... they'r.e quite
ready to admit that I'm slipping. and pals, that they are,
they' re making my exeunt fa ster and smoother . . . but ' ·e
old P olks are made of sturdier oaks ... we've been scraped
Tir e Pifflcr off so ma ny boats ... and the liv\·ers never hurt . . . therefore your ol' commodore has no intentions of giving up thi
ship ... not until shore is sighted next June ... Yo, ho-- hum.

* * * *

NO\V that anta Claus has come to town would it be a king too mu ch of him
to remember J ohnny Corbin and Dick Carroll, of the H ouse of Lantz, f or
the brotherly a ffection they 've displayed this year in switching their date · . . .
and Santa, give " lip" :.rcGee, that famous headline crasher , a toy bank in
which he can save that 50 cents the senior clas · refunded him . . . ''Slip" never
cares about money. he merely concern himsel£ with the " principle of thing''
... don't forget, Santa, to give john Frawley Carey larger mi sion collections"Jafsie" has noted a steady decline in income since :Monsignor Polk began leading the congregation in prayer ... don't fail to lea\'C a big-Four g rid-toga in
Captain-elect A ~1cGinty's sock ... by the way, Santa, has Carroll ever elected
a backfield man a captain' . . . I recall the honor going to Bosch, Kennerk,
l\lieyal, \Vizorek, Duchez, and Guley, but ne\•er to a man behind the line . . .
what do your record say ? . .. way up there in the .1\'orth P ole, you haven't
had the chance. Santa, to see how the Carroll-their-owns have been behaving,
so let me tell you ... please bequest llob Hodous , that nice, blondeheaded boy
with some sheet music, so that he'll have something to read, other tha n fan
mail from tho e World's Fair Chicks he ·'feathered'' while in the ·windy City
this summer ... Send Doc ~eely an enlarged mail box to house the missives
he receives from those 34 angel of cupid with wh om he carries on a ":\{essenger"
correspondence . . . on your way in, Santa, drop off this note of warning to
Gil Link, in Painesville, "Seton Hill has a local tooge" ... it'll make him be
good ... Frankie ''Prince of Parma" Biehl has enlisted the aid of one of your
Charity Hospital a ·sts. to purchase for him a royal Xmas gift for his "princess"
. . . mail Joe Hynes a book on "Careful Driving"-now that his brother's an
appellate judge . . . Remember East Cleveland :Police, Joe> . . . leave a
big medal for Bill Scope!, the senior gridder who never missed starting a football game since he became a soph-a record that's never been equalled ... Dispatch telegrams of thanks to the ALL BIG FOUR selectors for the consideration they meted to Guley, Scope!, Nardi, Glorioso, Sansone, Benedict, Frank
l-lcGinty and Artale . . . Santa, award ] oe Mulholland a new typewriter so
that we can be treated to a few more of his dirty-thumbnail sketches and "feetyour" stories . . . most important of all, Ta.n ty Taws, deliver to ).[ike Kokcn
an "eligible" set of six-foot quintuplets who know how swish the meshesthe Kokenuts open their sea on Satdee and Koach Koken is getting ''Kokie"
trying to assemble a varsity quintet . . . and Santa, you might bring along a
few Eskimoes whom I can train for t~e service . . . all of my ?ld ne\~5hounds have grown up. become cultured and no longer care to be assoctated With
a scandal monger ... menny tanks, Santa, from your best seller, Old Polk.

* * * *

O).UXG e,·~nts that are casting their shadows before . . . tonite's senior
party at the Lido . . . the Intercollegiate dance (Reserve, Case etc) at
the Carter Satdee nite, music by Larry Revell . . . St. John's nurses Xmas
social at the Lake Shore on Dec. 26 . . . .1. 'otre Dame College Alumnae congregate there on the following eve .. . Xewman Club formal at \Vade Park
Manor on the 28th ... the Gaels hold their annual jig at the Hotel Cleve red
room on the 29th . . . Sted-Beljon's orchestra will furnish the Celtic musical
atmosphere ... the Gaels have forwarded me a comp ... so I must say, they're
about the finest club of Carroll boys holding a Xmas social . . . take in their
affair, if you're not going to the ~DU annual Xmas formal being held at Gu~ld
Hall on the same nite ... and as per tradition. the Pi Alpha Sorority stages 1ts
annual Monte Carlo formal at the Hollenden Showboat on Jan. 1 ... the same
date, and place as last year's sell out ... a neat affair at which to start the
year right for references-a k the man who ''broke the bank" there last New
Year's Nite ... and now that we're getting in to the new year the biggest bugaboo cast it shadow on Jan. 3, the date we have to return to these portals of
nollege.

C

* * * *
prc· ent or future . . .

ITEl1S of interest-past,
put the bankroll on Lynn
and O'Connell in the finals of today's debate tourney ... take a squint at the
"35" rings, they're plenty class . . Steve Guley, soloing with Mary Louise
Cantillon at that grand Thanksgiv-ing Football Dance .. , . it was Steve's
first college dance and honors for starting him off must go t o Frankie McGinty
and AI Benedict who arranged to Jea,·e him stranded on the dance fl oor with the
ever gracious MLC . . . Irvin Cobb and \Vestbrook Pegler revived an ot'
fashioned Kentucky feud a few weeks ago ... it raged in the battlefields of the
daily tabloids ... Cobb, and ot' Kentucky colonel, thought he had a definition
for the word "corn" ... Pegler cited a verse about "corn full of kernels" ...
and now the commodore of this colyum wishes to enlist his remark about those
Carroll Colonels . . . they're the boys who should have been consulted about
the definition of ''chicken feed"-for our "Kernels" are always full of corn .. .
of all things, Carey won first prize in the mission rafAle which he conducted .. .
the Damiens held one of their traditional dime-nickel Yuletide parties last nite
at the club rooms of the Social 1-!i ion Sisters ... one of the "frostier" religion
stucles interpreted that recent gospel about the "select" gaining Heaven as
"Many are cold, but few are frozen" ... his prof tolerated the report because
the classroom thermometer on that day registered 220 ... a numb brain can't
be blamed for dumb remarks ... moral-give us more heat in our classrooms,
and we'li re pond with hot-point alacrity and accuracy . . . :Monsieur Bavard,
conductor of the extree good "Ca et La'' colyum in the French club j ournal
is none other than John Czyzak, the boy who pa sed up a chance to visit all
South American consulates this year, in order to stay home and listen to Jesuit
lectures thruout the clay and Roclzinski concerts at night . . . add pleas ant
surprises-new doors, new stairway to basement, and new wash ba in faucets ...
now how about some basin for a Xmas present? . . . 1-fike Kendra, a Punxsutawney, Penna. boy who made good in the big city . .. l-Iike got a job as a
set-em-upper at the Stone's Grill (W. 25th opp. Franklin-aclvt.) to help him
thru shoo!, but now the position has become so financially attractive that l-Iike
has set-down his texts to devote full time to settin-up fish bowls . . . ).fike
Koken joins the ranks of the Beneclicts on Dec. 26 . . . the lucky gal is a
Youngstown school-time sweetheart . . . Coach Vacha has got his \Varsity
\Vhales a new spot to splash-the St. Clair pool every Thursday nite, in addition to the Tues. and Fri. dates at Clark ... Can't something be done about
our ''Lost" department? ... lightning has hit me three time in the past week,
yet nothing has been reported "Found'' .. . the boards have become cluttered

( Cm~timwd on Page 5, Col. 1)
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Mission Pool Drive,
Missionary Medical
Drive Successful
A varied collectio n of medical am pies represents the results of the first
mi sion activity at Carroll, spon sored by
the Apostolic Committee. the }.fis ionary
:\fedical Drive.
Although the drive is officially closed.
the committee, h eaded by John Carey,
\Vill accept fo r the next several weeks,
all sample that the students will be
able to collect. All doctors, dentists.
and druggis ts have these exces s med ical samples and every student at Ca rroll should make an attempt to collect
them over the h olidays.
Mission Pool
An innovation was introduced at the
meeting when Mr. Castellano launched
a ~fi ss ion Pool Drive. The money secured in this pool will be sent directly
to the missions, here and abroad. The
peculiarity of this pool was that only
one hundred fifty tickets were printed
and sold for ten cents per ticket, to Carroll students only, and eight prizes were
eli tributed among the student winners.
The 11Iission Pool Committee was
composed of J os. Lehane, chairman,
John Toner, Wm. l\Iurney, Frank Carney, George Martin, Robt. Couley, E .
Trochymowicz, J. Tulley, Ed. McCarthy, \Vallace Roth, and John F .
Carey.
The first and second prize winners.
John Carey and John Schwartz, received their choice of a carton of cigarette , a box of 24 bars of candy, or a
one-pound tin of tobacco. The third to
eight prize winners received their choice
of either a one-half carton of cigarettes ,
one-half box of candy bars, or one-half
pound tin of tobacco. Three consolation
prizes were also offered. Similar drives
will be offered in the near future.
The regular bi-monthly Sodality meet ing was held Wedne day, Dec. 12 at the
regular Sodality period. At this meeting
the chairman of the !-fission Medical
Drive, John Carey urged the students to
fulfill their pledges in this behalf as soon
as possible. All the sodalists were given
a membership blank in the League of
Social Justice, advocated by Fr. Coughlin. A pirited ffi§&Jssion as to whether
the sodality in its entirety should join
this union took place. As no conclusion
on this question could be reached in the
meeting's alloted time it was decided
to settle the question at the next meeting
in January.

Cicuto Plaque, Senior Tribute
To Deceased Classmate, Arrives
The October issue of the Carroll News
carried a notice to the effect that a plaque
to Jack Cicuto was to be placed in the
school. The students anxiously awaited
its arrival. Their anxiety was appeased
when the plaque finally arrived on Wednesday, December 12. It has been
temporarily placed on a shelf in the south
end of the Campus Cafeteria.
In this position many students may
view with fond respect the tribute paid
to one of Carroll's greatest gridiron
heroes. The majority of the students
are familiar with the conditions surrounding Jack's untimely death. An apparently slight injury-(;Omplications setting in
-a valiant struggle for life-the final
whistle that took Jack out of the game
of life.
The plaque itself is made of bronze,
bearing the image of Jack in punting
position. Inscribed in the lower left hand
corner is-fa.ck Cicrrtq----Sept . 25, 19110ct. 29, 1933. The present Senior Class,
of which Jack was a member, appropriated the money to purchase the plaque.
They will soon add a smaller plaque to
it, signifying the donor.
Mo t of St. Mary's backfield men can
run the htmdred m ten seconds. It's
tough they lost to Nevada because otherwise they might have t~ken the national
title this year.

Waibel Hardware
Expert Tinning
Hardware Specialties
5304 Clarke Ave.

Tel WO. 9833
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Railroads Give "College Special'' Fares
The " College pecial" fa res which the schedule,; arc important progn.'. ,ive iacrailroad of the United States and Can- tor·.
F urther e\·idencc of c~lOpc r at ion hy
ada initiated over a year ago have been
very much appreciated by students; abo the railroads is ~hown in the announceby the fa culty and staffs of all education- ment that the purch:'hc date irom home
al in titutions. It i a r ecogni tion by st ations after Chri:tm:1s holiday: has
the railroads of the im mense t ra\·el been cxt<:'ndcd irom january 10 tu J an u·
bu ine in connection wi th the education- ary Hi, lim> crcatin~ a . p rial c~ln 
al indu try and their de$i re to cooper- \·cnience for a student wht' may be unate with students, parents and all col- avoidably cldaycd at home after the holileges and schools in cutting the co· t 0f days.
education.
The "College
pccial" far~' is oneThe individual comfort, com·enicnce third of one-wa\' fir,.t-c 'a,;,; fare for t he
and safety of the ~tude nts in tr a\'e l in~ round trip and liberal stop-<)\t'T< going
by rail .from home to school, has been and ret urning ha \·e been arran~cd with
increa eel over a peri od of year:.. }.fa rketl the only restriction that each sin~le tr ip
improvement 111 equi pment and t ime shall not take more than ten clay ..

For Students and Faculty

Rail Fares
Reduced
1

/3

•

The railroads appreciate the enthusiastic responses of st udents
and faculty to the "College Special" fares which combine economy with the great advantages of rail travel-safety, speed, comfort and convenience.
If you bought one of the reduced fare round-trip tickets when
you came to school this Fall, the coupon is good r eturning home
between December 10 and 25. When coming back a fter the
Holiday, be sure to take advantage of this one and one· third fare
ticket, the purchase date for which has b een extended to January
16. Diagram below shows going and r eturn dates.
GOING TO SCHOOL

Round-trip ticket ~noy be
purchased at Horno Station during any one of
the periods named below:

RETURNING FROM SCHOOL
Retu.l"n portion of ticket Jnay be ust!'d to Home Station durine- any one of the ))ei"ioda n 3 med below:

Christmas
1934

Spring
1935

Clo• a
1935

Dee. 10-25

M .. r. 9-Apr. 20
Mar. 9-Apr. 20

May 15-June 30
May 15-June 30
May 15-June 30

Dec.25,1934-Jan.l6, 1935
Mar, 15-Apr. 23, 1935

Going trip must begin on date ticket is purchased-limited to
reach school station within ten days. Retum trip must begin on
date of validation of ticket by railroad agent at school stationlimited to reach home station within ten days. Tickets good over
same route both ways. Stop-overs will be allowed in each direction.
Tickets good in coaches, also in Pullman cars, upon nayment of
regular Pullman charges. Baggage will be checked und<.r the usual
regulations. No certificate or other form of identification necessary.

•

T R A V E L 'B Y T R A I N
Assuring your comfort with speed
Your convenience with safety.
CENTRAL PASSENGER AND TRUNK LINE ASSOCIATION RAILROADS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Courses in Accounting and Statistics, Banking and Finance, Business Law, Business Letters and Reports, Insurance, Management,
and Marketing and in the related arts and sciences.

Day Classes for Men
EYening Classes for !\len and Women
Tuition for the Evening Courses, 7.50
a Semester Hour
Programs to Suit the Needs of Individual Students.
Preparation for the C. P. A. Examinations.
Curriculum Leading to the B. S. Degree in Business Administration.
Advanced Courses for Graduate Students.

For Further IDiormation Consult

Professor F. W. Graff or Profe bOr J. H. 1\lar('h

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Member o£ the North Central Association.

West 30th at Lorain

1\IElro e 6750

Remember These Dates

February 8-9-10
When

"Your Uncle Dudley"
Will Be Presented
By
THE JOHN CARROLL LITTLE

THEATRE SOCIETY
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Peace - Or Penny PoiH:ics?
It is time to speak, not lazily of "Cabbages and Kings," but forcefully
of school politics. Politics, with their attendant evils, have definitely found
their sneaking way into class and club elections.
There is no sense in adopting a "see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil"
policy. We do not solve pmblems by denying their existence.
The factional spirit that has arisen, the vote-getting maneuvers, the
"slates," split asunder the unified spirit that John Carroll University cryingly
needs if it is to occupy its proper niche.
College life is not a tug-of-war; it is not war at all. It is peace; peaceful
co-operation o£ all parts toward soul-bl'oadening ends. The end of college is
enlargement of mind; charity, justice, God-fearing industry. We are not here
to learn how to elect, or how to be elected. Our purpose is not to form mean
little political machines. Like youthful D'Artagnan's, we should be "All for
one and one for all." In intramural affairs, the word "anti" should not exist.
John Carroll University is not so large that we do not know our fellows.
No one of us needs supporters to extol our merit. No pre-arranged "slates"
need be drawn to assure the election of the most capable.
Our quarrel is not so much over the wranglings that appear at election
time. These arc mere surface indications of a retrogressive spirit that lies
deeper; that is the cause of it alL
The issue is put squarely up to each student. The moment each of us,
in our hearts, decide that we do not want school"politics," at that moment
we are rid of their shackles.

Santa? Why Certainly
The following editorial appeared in the Kew York Sun, Dec. 17, 1897.
It wa written by Francis P. Church, the editor, in reply to a letter from Virginia O'Hanlon, aged seven. \'irginia's friends had told her there was no
~ anta Claus and she wanted re-as urancc. His reply, as it appears here. is
probably the finest editorial ever written; it answers the doubts of litt le Virginia as well a· tho c of adult minds.
Virginia, your little friends are wrong. They have been affected by the
~kepticism of a keptical age. They do not believe except that they see. They
think that nothing can be which i not comprehensible by their little minds.
All minds, Virginia, whether they be men's or children's, are little. In tl1is
great univer ·e of ours man is a mere insect, an ant. in his intellect, as compared with the boundless world about him, as measured by the intelligence capable
of grasping the whole truth and knowledge.
Yes. Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as certainly as love and
generosity and devotion exist, and you know that they abound and gi,·e to our
life its highest beauty and joy. Alas! how dreary would the world be if there
were no Santa Claus. It would be as dreary a if there were no Virginias.
There would be no child-like faith then. no poetry, no romance, to make tolerable this exi tence. \\'e should have no enjoyment except in sense and sight.
The eternal light with which childhood fills the world would be extinguished.
Xot belie,·e in anta Clau ! You might as well not believe in fairies I You
might get your papa to hire men to watch in all the chimneys on Chri tmas
Eve to catch anta · Clau , but even if they did not ee Santa Claus coming
down, what would that prove? Xobody ees Santa Claus, but that is no sign
that there is no Santa Claus. The most real things in the world a re those that
n~ither children nor men can see. Did you e\·er see Fairies dancing on the
lawn? Of course not, but that's no proof that they arc not there. :1\' obody can
conceive or imagine all the wonder there are un een and unseeable in the
world.
). ou may tear apart the baby'· rattle and see what makes the noise ins)de,
but there is a veil covering the unseen world which not the stl'ongest man, nor
even the w1ited strength of all the stronge. t men could tear apart. Only faith,
fancy, poetry, love, romance, can push aside that curtain and view and picture
the upernal beauty and glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, in all this
world there is nothing else real and abiding.
"' o Santa Claus! Thank God! he live . and he Ii,·es forever. A thousand
years from now, Yirginia, nay, ten times ten thousand years from now, he
will continue to make glad the heart of Childhood.

By Eugene F. Gleason
The Saturday Evening PostThis is the home of the Hidebound;
the moss-covered hut of Reaction. ~{ot
to: ''Big Bttsincs ri ght or wrong, but
Big Business!" Here Ed itor Lorimer
and his Advertiser's Troupe lead three
million sheep to their buying pastures.
Highest word-rates in the wodd to domesticated writers who don't snap at
the rugged indi1•idualists or mention
1·ulgaritie · like Labor Unions, Poverty
and Exploitation. A "Post" author, by
the way, is best described as something
that goes well with two columns of
Campbell's Soup.
Collier'sPerched on the mugwump's roost sits
Collier' ; second only to the "Post" as
Defender of Liberty ... defined by J.
P. 1Iorgan, its owner. Two thin gs redeem it; the terse and neatly fashioned
yarns of Damon Runyon, plus those
uproariously comical cartoons which
appear every week in the back pages
of the magazine.
The American MagazinePollyanna didn't die; she g rew up and
became the American 1Iagazine. "Scattergood,'' typical and favorite fiction
hero of these pages, i the Glad Girl's
little
sun hine-sprcading
brother~e renelv and forever smiling on a perfect w~rld from his mental vacuum.
America's cosmic back-. lappers still
meet here to exalt the Captain of Industry, but that awful thump in '29 has
left their work without a soul. The
gods of the apropos were sn ickering
when the present editor took the chair.
His name is umner Blossom.
The Reader's DigestIn which ignificant articles arc assembled and presented in abridged
form; for all the world like a line of
bright young lads in short drawers. A
wide variety of subject serves the reader as a springboard into many fields of
knowledge. 'V ith no advertisers yapping
at its heels, the "D igest," alone of American magazines, can afford to be somewhat
"
independent.
The American SpectatorA rather clumsy attempt to be cynicaL Cabell, Xathan, Anderson and other
writing intellectuals grunt noisily in an
effort to sneer nonchalantly at the rest
of the world. Rarely brilliant, but
when it is, as toni. hingly so.
TimeChampion of the crackling adjective;
swift, abrupt, and graphic painter of
the news-parade. Were we a sloganwriter, we would ay "Time" is ''keyed
to the tempo of today." If the present
decade has a heart, it will throb for
po terity in the staccato sentences of
this, the best of the news-weeklies.
True Story MagazineGe nius Bernarr Macfadden's immortal, "Triumph in Tripe;" the last
refuge of barely literate imbeciles.
Cheap, mawkish and ensational, it
feeds a mighty herd of cow-like dolts
such nauseating swill that the sane
man, stumbling on it, is torn between
raucous laughter and downl'ight revulsion. "True Story!" - we hang on that
word "true." Think that some pitiful
hack grinds out this lurid trash and then
-irony of ironies-passes off his flimsy
claptrap as TRUE! If three million
Americans can read and enjoy this, what
is the future of our democracy?
The Detective Story Group-Follow the trail of Dangerous Dan
:\IcSniff, the human bloodhound, as he
tracks down the Lop-Eared Slasherkiller of two men per page! Did ever
writing play more surely to the stupid
side of human nature? Detective magazines know their boob psychology;
make no mi take about that. No one
has to tell them that a deluge of gore
will rally the feeble-minded to the
banner of subscription. Still it would
be unfair to call them harmful, for,
after all, they merely dope the dimwits with a few childi h thrills; giving
them the little timulation needed to
make life endurable.
The Atlantic MonthlyLike a beached ship, the "Atlantic"
i high and dry. It has its uses, nevertheless. Parked on the parlor table
beside an unread volume of Shakespeare, a fami ly album and a reading
lamp, it gi,·es the room an air of quality.
With its esoteric intellectuality and
s udied ponderosity, the "Atlantic" will
go down in hi tory as the world's most
dignified remedy for sleep lessness.

Wednesday, December 19, 1934

CHIPPE S and PEAS
Little Bertha had a little piece )f holly twisted in her tiny hat. A frayed
coat which has been worn by her other, Big Bertha, before she had been
killed by a hit-skip driver, provid~d meager protection against the stinging
December wind that howled about the corner of Euclid and E. 9th. On her
left arm she carried a basket of violc·ts while her little hand proffered a tempting bouquet to the passer-by. Her t embling voice quivered in the frosty air;
" \Von't somebody buy my viole s ?" Unheeding, the late shoppers thronged
by, with the hustle and bustle of the holiday spirit. Fat women dragging children by the a rm s, worried-looking men peering anxiously over pyramids of
bundles; small boys dodging in an out with impish smiles on their toothy
faces. But alas! Poor Bertha! No me noticed, no one seemed to care.
Bertha's thirteen years of life had been a rum go. Her father had been
killed in a mill strike when she was ~>ut a year old. A hit-skip driver accounted
for her mother, leaving little Berth: as the bread-winner and mother foX' her
little brood of eight. Bertha was bt'avc and though some times it just seemed
like too much for her frail shoulders to carry, she smiled through her tears and
caressed a homeless cur that ''hi ned at her feet.
"Won't srmlfebod'y buy my vio ets-only a dime?" Her voice trailed off
with a piteous whine and a niffle. A hacking cough shook her little frame.
She drew her coat more closely about her and huddled against the building
which loomed gray and large in the swirling flakes of snow. A man approached.
He was a well-dressed man, not qui e middle aged. There was a strange grim
look on his handsome face that mac e little Bertha smile with hope. Here at
least was someone wh o would not permit that such a condition exist in the
great friendless city. Here at last was a friend. It made Bertha think about
something she had once heard. She quoted it now in her trembling little voice.
"\Vhat is so rare as a friend in need ... or something!" The man stopped
before heX'.
"Little girl," he said, "arc those violets only a dime?" He watched her
closely. Bertha attempted a curtsy. "Yes, kind sir, are they not pretty?"
"Little Bertha, I'll take all y•our lousy violets !" shouted the man and
flinging a dime at her feet he wrenched the basket from her feeble grasp and
heaved it under a passing street-caL
"Merry Christmas!" He hiss through his teeth and turning on his heel
he disappeared into the mob.
By Fra11k Seth Hurd.

Blind Date
"Hello! ... Yeh, this is Jack ... Who? . . . Claire Langdon? . .. Oh
yeah, sure I remember you. You ere next to me at last year's Prom . ..
That's what you called about? Las · year's Prom? ... Oh, this year's Prom!
\Vell, I don't know if I can make 1t- ... You say I'm not to go with you?
Who with, then? ... A BLIND ATE? Nuts! I swore off those things a
year ago. I've never been on one et that I didn't get hooked ... Yeh, sure
he's nice; they always are. The babe I had last was nice, too; she must
have spent her spare time workin' in a steel mill . . . Waddaya mean, 'Do9't
be crude?' Listen, ail)' girl that ca
get dates of her own must have somethin'
wrong with her ... Me getting hi h hat? You're crazy, I'm just careful. And
by the WGy, just what number am I on the list? .. . Yeh, on the list. How
many guys did you call up before y ~u reached me? ... Oh, I'm the first, am I?
Yeh, and I'm Clark Gable, too . . . Go ahead, laugh, but what if I show up
at the Prom with something that ·en other guys have turned down; wouldn't
that be funny! Ha! Ha! ... Aw, 1 ow listen, Claire, all kidding aside, I- .. If I don't want to go, you'll get sqmebody else? . . . Well, that's oke by me.
Plenty of fellows would be glad to take this 'Henrietta' or 'Sarah' or whoever
she is ... Oh, her name's not 'Henrietta' or 'Sarah'. You wouldn't kid me?
';yell what is her name? .. . Helen Sanders? ... Her old man's head of the
Seco~d National Bank? Well, thafs different! Sure, 1'11-Hey, are you listening? Hey, Claire! Operator! Operator! I've been disconnected . . . \Vhat?
The other party's hung up? ... ~ ell, I'll be-"

Colllegiana
!

Lost: An idea of how to begin this column.

•

• * *

*

•

If you happened to look over the list of male guests at the local Notre
Dame College Interclass Dance, you too might have gotten the John Carroll
impression.

•

•

The John Carroll University ",gaudosium," recently held, left all those who
attended in a happy state of mind.

• • • *

Thought: That life is worth l1ving which serves its purpose.

*

* •

*

If Rudyard Kipling could only see the countless number of students with
their "boots!"

• • • •

Jim Foti, the yearling's helmsrnan, hails from Jamestown, New :ork, and
exemplifies the type of fellow who would stand by anyone and anythmg.

* * • •

Extra! Carroll students disc.ovcr new elements.
Science tests indicated as much.

•

•

•

At least the recent

* .

Who would ever think it? Carjroll is sponsoring a "pool."

• • • •

The Sophs slipped in seventy- .'ve percent of the "old guard'' in their class
election. Now that these various elections are over with, Carroll can settle
down to its old serenity.

•

• • *

•

•

* •

•

*

•

•

• • *

Synonym: That sort of fellow who is wont to give hot pennies to organgrinder's monkeys.
We hear that the Carroll Union is being offered a few pair of boxing gloves
for the next assembly.

*

Did you hear about it? It was thought that a water main had burst on the
fifth floor, but on further investigation the racket was discovered to be caused
by a chap throwing cleaner on the floor.
The Sodality meeting was ar used quite abruptly by a heated discussion
on the "C"nion for Social Justice."

• • * *

Although the Biology Lab is IJP on the "roof," many an unprepared pupil
sinks to great depths at the sight ~ f a quiz.
Fra1!k L. Osbortw
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Who's Who at Carroll?
Today we introduce a senior who. to
coin an expression, needs no introduction.
Frank is, considering class and extracurricular activity as a unit, the outstanding member of the present senior
class. That statement will not be refuted if, in the words of a prominent politician, we "take a look at the record."
The record of his life begins in Richmond, Va. on Jan. 19, 1915, the date of
his birth. Nothing is known of his early
school years but there is support in the
record that follows that he received a
good foundation. At Benedictine Mil itary Prep, to which the record takes us,
he won a medal for highest class average
each of his four years ! He was Valedictorian of his class, being graduated at the
age of 16.
Carroll received him in S1cptcmber
1931. His unusual southern voice immediately brought him into the focus of
attention. and his a lways correct answers
catapulted him to the top of his class.
His extra curricular activities cannot
be adequately considered. A mere mention of them is a ll the space will allow.
He won the Freshman Oratorical Contest and was a member of the debating
team in '32. As a Freshman he became
accompanist for the Glee Club, which
honor he still holds. He has been a
soloist in the concerts given by the Glee
Club.
He was Vice-P resident of his class
in '32; Secretary '33. He has been Prefect of the Sodality and President of the
4C's for two years. He has been a Carroll Union member for six terms; Secretary '32, Treasurer '33, Vice President
'34. Literary Editor, Carroll News '32.
He was admitted to the Sigma Cappa
Pi, honor Fraternity, early in '34.
He was a member of the '34 Prom
Committee. He bas been a member of
various class and Un ion committees. He
was a member of the Junior Homecoming Dance Committee, chairman of
Senior Varsity Hop ('34). He is the
present President of the Little Theatre
Society. He has held offices in Societas
Tusculana, Scientific Academy, and Apologians.
He has the highest average of the
class up to the present and shows no
signs of slipping; seven A's and a C
represents the least impressive card he
has received during his tenure here.
He has spent more hours tban most
of us in the card room playing '66' and
bis total class hours is greater than any
other senior's.
There's the record. \Vbat do you
think?

Polk's Piffle
( C on..tim~-ed from Page 3)
with similar "lost" notices . . . who's
been finding these things anyway? . . .
the Red Cats have invaded our lair and
subsidized T om Manning, ex Latiner, and
Jimmy "Bugs" Moran of Holy Name
grid fame .. . ever notice Mark Lincoln
McCollough's facial resemblance to "Hon·
est Abe" . . . J oe Ziegler is establishing
a blind date bureau . . . "Double Date"
Sansone is still writing to Milwaukee
with hopes of making Carroll famous in
that cheery beer burg . . . things that
content me--Louie Morabito "pruning"
thru Joyce Kilmer's classic, "Trees" . ..
Bill Nardi received several telegrams
and a copy of "Anthony Adverse," from
"Sue" while he was convalescing at St.
John's ...
Nothing much exciting out at ND .. .
the interclass dance last month out at
the Lake Shore netted $44 with which
the gals bought a gift for the college ...
... the g. f. remarked "what a difference
a stiff front can make?" to which yours
inconsequentially remarked, I maintain a
"front" at all times, but I'm "stiff" only
on rare occassions ... people reading the
ND news at the dance irked Judy (Sheila
Barrett) Meredith, the school's prize
mimic, something arwful . . . the Endee
fair forensics, Helen Dowling, Catherine
Burke, Marian Paskert and Marguerite
are wondering when Joe Sullivan will
furnish them witb those briefs he promised on the munition-shipment question
... the Murpbyites are thro·wing a house
party tonite ... the ND dames are perturbed aplenty cause they don't get out
of school until Friday, and your colyumist as fretful because Christmas comes
but once a year, not enough times for
the vacations we need, for the parties
we'd like to attend, for the ties and socks
we're always ready to receive, not enough
times to say to all, "J oyeux Noel."
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Holidays Bring
Full Play Schedule
To Drury Theatre
The Christmas holiday brings a full
entertainment calendar to The Play
House.
In the Drury t heatre, "Three Cornered Moon," a lightly spun comedy by
Gertrude Tonkonogy began a run last
night which will last through the holidays.
''It is a genial piece, full of good spiel
and spoof, chalking some really sharp
and witty lines on the wailing wall of
our present day distress, and content to
solve the universe with amusing slap st ick instead of cosmic preachments,"
says the New York American'.
In the Brooks theatre, opening Christmas night, December 25, The Play
House will present its own version of
that famou · classic, "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." It is the first production in
many seasons in Cleveland of a play that
was in the 90's a part of the repertory
of every tourin g company in the country, and that has been produced in every
language in almos t every country.
Special student tickets may be secured
for these plays upon application at the
Carroll information de k.
For children's holiday entertainment
the Play House children's theatre
group, The Curtain Pullers will present
"Tbe Christmas Nighti ngale," by Mrs.
Frazier G roff, Thursday afternoon, December 27, at 2:30, and Friday morning,
December 28, at 10:30. Admission is
25c and all seats are reserved. Proceeds
are to be used to support the Play House
children's theatre which gives free
training to more than 200 Cleveland
school children aged from 8 to 12.

Dr. M. Lelyn Branin
Articles Published
Both the July-August and SeptemberOctober issues of N atrlre Notes from
Acadia contain articles by Dr. M. Lelyn
Branin, assistant professor of Biology.
The first article describes a genus of
jumping mouse trapped by Dr. Branin
during the past summer on Mt. Desert
Island, that had not previously been recorded for that locality. The second art icle
is concerned with the beginning of hibernation of the jumping mice in the vicinity
of Bar Harbor, Mai ne. \Vh ile it was
formerly believed that in tbat region the
jumping mice begin their period of hibernation about August 19th, Dr. Bran in has
shown that the actual date of the beginning of hibernation is much laterprobably around October 1st.
Nature Notes from Acadia is a semiscientific publication of the Naturalist
Service of Acadia National Park, Bar
Harbor, Maine. It contains articles on
the natural history of Acadia X a tiona!
Park and Mt. De ert I land, :Maine.

Bro. Ruetter Gives Origin, Nature, History, of Signt~ Kappa
Little Kno·w n Facts
Pi Reviewed by Fraternity Secretary
On Carroll Building
Kappa Pi hope to establish this affair
By Chas. Conroy '33
With so much discussion of Carroll's
new buildings on the Heights many of us
are apt to forget some of the features of
our school on the corner of Vv' est 30 and
Carroll Ave. V.fe have a structure with
an interesting history behind it.
During an interview, Brother Ruetter
revealed that John Carroll Unive rsity is
the only permanent building in tbe count ry built on the metric system-that is
centimeters and meters were used instead
of feet and yards in laying it out.
"The reason for this" he explained, "is
because a German architect, Brother
\Vippler was brought here from Ge rmany
to supervise the work, even to the drawing of plans and making specifications.
Brother 'Nippier was widely known as an
architect, having constructed several community houses in Germany. He chose the
metric scale because it is in common
use in Europe and also is much simpler
than our own."
A brick frame building was built in '86,
but that was torn down in '16 when the
present gym was made. \Vork was
started on the north wing in '88, the south
part followed later. The school bought
quite a number of houses along Lorain
Street with the intention of making that
a wing. The original plans were to have
the tower in the center of the buildings.
Had this idea been carried out the Carroll buildings would have been very expansive as well as stately.
In the beginning baseball was the sole
sport. The back yard would have been
su fficient ly large, but about 1900 the boys
began playing basketball - and a little
later, football. More room was needed
fo r a yard with the result that plans for
the buildings were never executed.
Brother Ruetter here remarked that in
Chicago, Cincinnati and other large cities
the newer schools are situated on the outskirts of the town in order to bave more
room for expansion. Tbat was the thought
behind the new buildings in University
Heights. They represent the latest idea
in modern. architecture.

During the past week students at
John Carroll have been given an opportunity to apply for membership in
the university's honor society, igma
Kappa Pi. The application have been
received by the fraternity' committee
on recommendations and will be voted
upon and forwarded to the faculty committee for the final approval. The society wishe to take this opportunity
to acquaint the student body witb the
origin, nature and history of the organization.
For years there had been felt the
need of some such organization at John
Carroll, a society which would not only
provide suitable recognition for participation in university activities but would
likewise establish some strong bond between the foremost members of the
alumni and the more active members
of the student body.
To satisfy this need, Sigma Kappa
Pi -..vas organized with the full approval of the faculty in October 1933.
The work of organization was made
possible largely through the efforts or
two senio r class officer of that year,
\Vm. 11I. McCarty and George E.
Grauel. Since that time the organization has enjoyed a steady growth. From
the past three senior classes twenty
five men have merited membership. In
June of this year the society was able
to become incorporated under the laws
of the tate of Ohio, In 1933 the fraternity sponsored the Carroll-Catholic U.
debate at Hotel Statler. Notable among
its other activities was the first
mencement ball held last June.

a an annual and traditional. event.
Foremost among the projects sponsored by the organization was the establishment of g old medal awards in the
department of Chemistry, Biology and
ociology for outstanding student
achievement in these fields.
Although Sigma Kappa Pi is an
"honor society .. it is not intended to
be an "honorary society;'' member hip
implies participation in the work and
activity of the organization. Admission to the fraternity is not intended
to serve as a mere reward for services
rendered in student activities at John
Carroll. The wearing of the fraternity
key carrie with it the obligation to
abide by the regulations of the society.
The new members will be received
at an initiation meeting to be held in
February. It is the hope of the society
that the new members will enter the
fraternity in the spirit with which it
wa founded, one of loyalty to the best
interests of John Carroll University
and igma Kappa Pi.
Trains
For years I've nouri hed the impish
notion of going up to a booth marked
"Information" and saying 'Tell me something.' I'd also like to walk up to that
man in the terminal station who marks
"On Time" on the black-board after train
numbers and say "Do you ever get tired
of marking 'On Time' on the board?"
I don't . uppo e he'd admit it, but I'll bet
he does. I'll bet if he had to mark
"Late" on the board after a train number he'd like to add "Ha, Ha."

----------------------~--------

Carroll Alumni
Named Monsignori
Six former Carroll studen ts have
been honored by the Pope, according to
the announcement made by Bishop
Schrembs on December 7.
Those who have been made Domestic
Prelates with tbe title of Right Reverend Monsignor are the Very Rev.
James M. McDonough, LL.D., director
fo the Seminary of Our Lady of the
Lake; the Rev. J ohn R. Hagan, S.T.D.,
diocesan superintendent of schools; the
Rev. Eugene P. Duffy, diocesan director
of cemeteries and chaplain of St. Vincent Charity Hospital; the Rev . Francis J . Dubosh, pastor of SS. Cyril and
Methodius parish; and the Rev. Joseph
.:-J. Trivisonno, pastor of Holy Rosary
pa ri sh.
The Rev. Carl E. Frey, spiritual director of the Seminary of Our Lady of
the Lake, was elevated to the position
of Private Chamberlain with tbe title of
Very Reverend Monsignor.
These
priests attended John Carroll wben it
was known as St. I gnatius College.
The investiture of tbe Right Reverend
and Very Reverend Monsigno ri will
take place on December 23, at 3 o'clock,
in St. John's Cathedral, with Bishop
Schrembs officiating.
~ ······································
CEdar 0401
CEdar 0402

ZENITH OIL CORP.
10531 Quincy Ave.

It streaks like wild
Across the distance,
Without a trace
Of wind resistance.
When you express
A thought or feeling,
Loug Distance sends
Your words free-wheeling.

Everything in Line of

Petroleum and
Oil Burners
4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,

~··············································································

Patronize the Campus
Cafeteria
Sandwiches--- Lunches
Refreshments - - - Candy

,.•..•.•••.•...•.••••••••.••...••.•.....................................•.•.•••

Streamlining
Is the modern choice,
And Gosh!
How we streamline your voice.

The charge
Is very small per minute,
However much
You're saying in it.

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.
~
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F. McGinty
Heads Team
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Spo ts

Three of the Many Carroll Gridders Named on 'All'

Local N atators
Seek Competition
The sw-imming team, with two meets
already schcdukd, is seeking three
more, and plans to enter the InterCollcgiatc meet to be held by Fenn
College thi~ spring. This expansion of
the schedule "ill be undertaken as the
result of adYicc gi,·en by Coach Larry
l'ctason of ReH·n·e. During a con ·ultation Cllncerning the coming Carrolll'cscrce and Carroll-l•cnn meets, he
:uggc~ted that Carroll try to schedule at
least thrct• more teams, in order to be
in better condition to enter the Inter'ollcgiatc. He suggested Kent State,
Ohio \\'esleyan. and Wittenberg.
In his opinion, the Carroll team could
find a true estimate of it· strength in a
meet with these ~chools, where swimming has only recently been introduced.
than against the more experienced
"quads of Fenn and RcscrYe. These
facts were presented at a meeting of
the combined YaQsity and fre~hman
squad.· 011 Friday, December 7, and met
with the approval of the g-roup.
At this same meeting it was announced that the Freshmen would ha\·e
·evcral practice m<·et with High chool
teams tlw.; >'cason. These mccL have yet
to be scheduled.

Vince Glorioso

Left-Al Benedict

Cage Tearn Opens
Saturday At Fenn

* * * *

Soph Gridder Studies
Greek as Mates Dine

Bill Scope!

18 Teams Enter
Interclass Loop

Often times some educators and colum-

Bob McCarty Lone Letterman i ts make the statement that athletes Enthusiasm Runs High as Opening
To Start Against St•·ong East are athletes but not students. But memDate Nears; Plan Two Lea~;ues
bers of the football squad at John CarSide Quintet
Of
Nine Teams Each
roll University claim that they now
\Vith the football season O\'er and the
advent of the basketball season, Carroll's
hopes for a successful team are placed
on the shoulders of }.[ike Koken. He
ha· instituted the Xotre Dame system
\\ hich forms it offense around the pivot
position and uses the zone and shifting
man for man defense.
The season's opening whistle will be
blown Saturday, Dec. 22 at Fcnn. Koken
5couted the Fcnn team and con iders
them one of Carroll's most feared opponen ·. In particular he noted the
number of good shots making up their
quintet. Although beaten by Reserve by
a score of 60 to 29, Fenn showed enough
strength to cause the Blue Streaks no
end of worry.
In looking over the team Koken found
only the e ix footers: Gene \Volan ki,
Leo Arbeznik, and Bill Scope! who becau e of football injuries will not report
until after the holidays.
Last week a Freshman team was called and about 25 candidates turned oot.
The frosh were then used to scrimmage
against the Yarsity.
Koken says, "Although the team is
comparatively small, it has one letterman returning, namely Bob McCart~.
Carroll's followers will find an aggregation imbued with the traditions of Carroll. Our team is fair and we are looking for a hard battle from the Fenn
team."
The probable starting lineup :
11cCarty-F.
Wolanski -F.
Arbeznik-C.
Siffin-G.
Lyons-G.
Others who will probably get into the
fray are: Shea and Hribar who are listed as guards and Me ally and Rosicki
who are forwa rds.
Students at the Univt"rsity of Berlin
are allowed a period of ix weeks to
analyze and select their professors. It
takes some Carroll students four years,
and still they are at a loss.

* you
* *if you can't
Don't let it *worry
read your own writing. An eminent profes~or once remarked that the more educated you are, the worse you write.

* ?-.Iickal
* * who* almost beThe arne Abe
Fashion Note
came a Loui iana State cnator, has
Han·anl Vnin:r,ity O\\ns enough foot- kicked nineteen successive points after
hall <'Quipmmt to outfit 6.000 men.
touchdown for the State Cniversity.

:.\fcGill ·nin:r,itv in Toronto wa •
given 1,000.000 IN the l{cxkefelter Foundation to form a· ·p~cial department for
the :tudy of neur logy. \\·e find ourselve$ \\i,hing- thrtt ~o•nc of our C'land
millionnin.'s would donate half of that um
~o we dl':'ervin~ students could go up on
the Height~.

Ohio U.on'35
Grid Schedule
Miami, Dayton and Big F our
Teams Included; Schedule
Incomplete

Elc<·ted to Suc(:eec:1 Guley at Annual Banquet; 25 Players
Get Letters
In apprec•atHm o[ hi,; two years of
tellar ,er\"icc at the left end po~ition
Frank ~I rCinty's teammates \·oted him
captain c.f the 19J5 Blue and Gold squad,
at the annual f<XJtball banQuet ~!onday
c\'cning. Thus is continued the local
semi-tradition of pirking captain from
the line.
floyd Howe. director of physical educatiun in lh<' Clc\'eland public schools,
was the principal 'i>eaker of the banquet
which \\as hel<l at the C. .\. C. Other
speaker:; were: the Rev. lkncdict J.
Rodman, S. J ., pre5ident of the univer. ity; J{c,· Edward J. Bracken, . J.,
dean; and the three coache ·. Torn Yarr,
. I ike Kokcn. and J udg-c Carberry. Pat
:'llcDonncl! \\'ils the toastmaster for the
evening.
"FO<,tball." J{owe !wgan, "represent.
interest on tlw part of the players, and
coaches who den:lcp this interest are doing an excellent and important work
in tearhing.''
Then he continued stressing· his point.
"If we had competition between mathematic teams, I Ycnture to say that the
standards would be considerably higher
than thl'Y arc now."
At thi;; time awards "·ere made to
twenty-eight men for their work during
the 1934 football season. Letters and
sweaters were awarded to fourteen senior.. members of the team, three juniors,
nine sophomores, a manager and a
cheerleader.
cnior~ meriting letters were Russ
,\lexandcr, ~like Artale, Bill ~ardi, Joe
Cunningham, \·incc Glorioso. Capt.
Steve Gulcy, AI Hook, Billy ~I cGinty,
Bill Sc0pcl. Jack "hea. Tom ~ tanton
Leo _ fa,in, Ed Cooney, Joe Zeigler, and
:\Iitty Valerian. Junior lettermen were
,\rt Breen. A I Benedict, Frank l\fcGinty, and Jack Grant. The nine ophomores who merited nwnogram a wards
were Leo Arbcznik, Jack Dempsey.
.c\ndy Garcia, Gene \\'olanski, Bob
Thompson, John Lyons, Sam Sansone.
Ed Baloga, and Tony Glover. Award
oi numerals to frc..;hman players will be
made at a later date.

FENN
SATURDAY

* * *Gila monster
"Scorpions,* tarantulas,
and other terrors of the de ert are harmless," said a l:niversity of Arizona entomologist. after a len-year study of
these animals.

*

* * Ohio
* State univerFrancis Schmidt,
~ity football coach. was a captain in the
J~7th Infantry, A. E. F.

have real proof to the contrary.
It seems that th~ Athletic Association
at John Car. oll University gave a banquet fo r the members of the football
squad at the Cleveland Athletic Club last
11onday night. Shortly before the affair hegan the squad gathered in the
foyer of the banquet hall. Looking around
they noticed that one of their teammates
was nussmg. Jack Hanley, sophomore
end, was not present. The members of
the team waited a while for him but
finally decided that he must be ill. When
asked the reason why he had not attended the long awaited banquet Jack replied that he had to prepare his work
for the next day's Greek class. Instead
of fca ting with his teammates at the
down-town club Jack had stayed home
to dream of the land of Xenophon, Homer and Demosthenes.

Carroll Gridders
Make ~All' Teams
Many Carroll gridders by their fine
work throughout the past football season were picked on mythical teams by the
leading coaches and sport writers of
Ohio.
There are three John Carroll football
players who made the Plain Dealer AllBig Four team. They are Vince Glorioso,
AI Benedict, and Bill Scope!. There is
no doubt whatsoever as to who deserves
the position in the center of the line.
Vince Glorioso was far superior to all
other centers in the Big-Four and was
picked unanimously in all Big-Four selections.
It is hard for any one to say whether
I Benedict or Bill Nardi was the better
gua rd.
\Vhen in condition however
Benedict was rated the better man by a
shade. Bill Scope! of the Blue Streaks
was picked over Frank McGinty on the
Big-Four Team. His ability as a kicker
and his all around versatility would make
him an asset to any ball club.
The Cleveland News All Big-Four
team contains three of John Carroll's
stalwart linemen. They are Bill 1 r ardi
at left guard, Vince Glorioso at center,
and Frank McGinty at left end. The
Cleveland Press All Big-Four team contains four of J ohn Car roll's senior gridders wh o certainly have served the Blue
and Gold long and well. They are Guley
at right tackle, Glorioso at center, ~ardi
at right guard, and Artale at left half
Several Blue Streaks were named in
the different selections for the All-Ohio.
Both Guley and Artale were picked
either on the first or se;:ond teams in
nearly all selections fo r All-Ohio squad.
Bill Scope! was named on the All-Ohio
econd team o£ the Cleveland News.
Bill Kardi merited a guard position on
the Press All-Ohio squad.

The fourth annual intramural ba!;ketball tournament opens on J anua~y 7,
and from all indicatio ns it will be the
la rgest inter-class athletic program ever
sponsored by the Carroll Union. ~ ver
140 students have registered und le r a
score of hopeful quintets for the competition, which will extend over a p •riod
of several weeks.
Although their teams arc titled ore
humorously thi year than Ia t, the oys
are serious, and are anxious to egin
action on the hardwood. Some o the
quintets are familiar to the st ent
body. The Biologists, last year's c aampions, are back again, this time u der
Bill Nardi, to defend their crown. They
seem as strong as ever. The Pico S :nior
team, composed of out-of-town
en,
rates a close second. Last year's se1·ious
contender for the intramural la ~lre ls ,
the Spcncerians, are not entered for
competition. Vince Glorioso, manager
of the former quintet1 has been appointed intramural conductor with AI Hook.
The team s are divided into two leagues which are made equal in strength,
the National League and the Ame ·ican
League. The championship is de ;ided
by a round robin tournament. On four
nights a week the games are run off,
with three games a night. A pa,rtial
schedule appears elsewhere on 1hese
pages.
The Carroll Union has appropriated
the necessary basketball equipn ent.
Vince Glorioso and AI Hook will be
the official referees.
The following is a tentative list o· the
teams submitted with their rosters .:
Whirlwinds
J. Cassidy, manager; G. Bre> , 0 .
Collins, 0. Morrow, J. Lavelle E.
Rickerd, A. Weiler, E. Cisar, R. ()uillan.
Organic Chemists
S. Matuszewski, manager; M. Hitchko, F. M:ajkrazek, D. Wilson, A.
\Vancho, H. Dombrowski, E. S !ott,
\V. ).filler.
Buckeyes
J. Kantell, manager; T. Stanton, J.
~o ld en, M. Walsh, D . Donahue, J. Jt< itzpatrick, B. McGinty, J, Weir, B. ~i tan
ton, M. Flynn.
Hottentots
T. Peoples, manager; ]. McGraw, D.
i\iormile, B. Thompson, B. Stanto~1, E.
Coleman, B. McNally, T. Moran.
Celtics
B. ~1c).Iahon, manager; E. Kru•egcr,
B. Peoples, T. Corbett, H. McCa ery,
A. Cliffe!,]. :Malone, J, Hyland, B. eppig, B. Deckman.
Clan of Gaels
J. Zeigler, manager; E. Baloga, L.
l.fasin. J. Weiner, J, Tucek, J. Cum~ing
ham, R. Alexander, F. Polk, C. H nry,
P. Kiffoyle.
Biologists
M. Artale, manager; F. McGinty, H.

The John Carroll Athletic Board is
show ing that the compliment paid it by
one of the Cleveland daily papers was
not an idle one. That article dealt with
John Carroll's scheduling strong, yet not
overwhelmingly powerful, teams for next
year. The complete schedule has not as
yet been decided. However, Carroll takes
another step forward in arranging a
schedule that is a bit more strenuous
than that of the past year.
Included on the li>t are such teams
as Ohio U niversity; Miami U.; Akron;
Dayton; and Cleveland's Big Four, Baldwin-Wallace, Case, and \Vestern Reserve.
Oppone nts for, the opening game on
September 27, and that on October 26
are still to be determined.
The schedule as it stands at the present time is:
September 27-0pen
October 4-Baldwin-Wallace
October 11-0hio University
October 19-"Miami (At Oxford)
October 26-0pen
November 2--Akron
November 9-Reserve
November 16-Case
(Thanksgiving) 2~Dayton
Ohio U., a newcomer on the schedule,
completed a successful season this year.
They started the season by swamping
Rio Grande 53-0. After a defeat by
Indiana 27-0 they came back and beat
Georgetown, (Ky.) Miami then took
them over 7-0. Marshall was taken 8-0,
but West Virginia defeated them 7-2.
Cincinnati was deadlocked in a scoreless
tic and Dayton was beaten 17-0. A loss
~ Ohio Wesleyan concluded their s~a
son.
Miami, the team that played such a
thrilling game with Carroll this year,
will again be played . The boys from
Oxford, Ohio, defeated Eastern Ken.
Teachers Hanover, Ohio U., \Vittenbcrg and Marshall in order. In addition,
they held Carnegie Tech to a 13-7 score.
Only one team was able to match Carroll's 20-0 victory over them. That team
was Cincinnati, who turned the trick
21-0.
The Dayton Flyers, led by a Cleveland boy, Vince 1fcDonough, threatens
to scatter their opponents easily next
year.
Akron's list includes a 7-7 tie with
\Vestern Reserve and victories over Kent
Heidelberg, and Mt. Union.
'
The merits of the three Cleveland
teams are too widely known to be repeated here. Suffice to say they will be
evenly matched again next year, and
( C onfiflttcd 01~ Page 7)
Catal!oto, M . Valerian, A. Breen, B.
Nard•, L. Vondra, D. Vacha.
League of Nations
T. Sweeney, manager; E. Rosecky,
A. Kanuck, V. Sweeney, \V. Trochymowicz, D. Wilson, J. Zelasko, F.
Sweeney, F. Eddy.
Freshman Scientists
A. Noetzel, manager; E. Reavetz, A.
Cliffe!, P. M·inarik, G. Loyer, R. Le
Masters, J. :Marusa, C. Boehm, C. De
France, \V. Thomas.
Flyers
M. Moran, T. Patton, T. Flynn, E.
;...[cCarthy, A. Hudak, L. Horvath, B.
Goellner.
Domestics
]. Dempsey, manage r; R. Blair, A.
Frank, J. Murphy, P. Feicht, C. Hutton,
S. Heater, R. Wurtz, J. O'Neill.
Kuz Klub
J. Drain, manager; M. "Walsh, E.
Walsh, A. Buckley.
Breadwinners
L. Kalusza, manager; R. Brengartner, T. Osborne, F. Osborne, R. Kraft,
E. Rumplik, P. Smith.
Fico Seniors
G. Garrett, A. Garcia, T. Glover, ].
~Iarcu~, C. Lobinger, J. Finnegan, J.
Foti, S. Guley, J. Heutsche, R. \Voods.
Cyclones
J. Jones, F. Lorek, R. Gnandt, A.
Cesnovar, ]. Dejak, R. Kingsett, D.
Blaha.

..........................................

Speaking
of

Sports. • •
By Bill Halloran
With the election of Frank McGinty
to the captaincy of the Blue Streaks grid
squad we have an Irishman at the helm
for the first time in a good many years.
But it j st had to be a Son of Erin this
time for the simple reason that all the
eligible Juniors are of Gaelic descent.
Someone made the bright remark that
he had inside dope that the new captain would come from the line as have
the other recent-Y.ear leaders. \Vell, the
'inside info' lies in the fact that the backfield contained no Juniors this year. The
ball tQters were either Sophomores or
Senion.

* * * •
With the announcement of
the almost completed 1935
football sked we see that Carroll's coming along slowly but
surely into the big time. There
are no breathers on the schedule and such teams as St.
Viator, and Adrian have not
been signed again. All the
games except the Miami fray
will be played at home.
Any sked that lists B-W,
Ohio U. and Miami on successive week-ends is no pink tea
affair.

* • * •
Football took its yearly toll of the
youth of the nation but the death total
fell far below the rate of other yearsdropping from 36 last year to 26 this
season. \Vide open play and the new
rules seem to be the factors which are
making the autumn sport safe for the
American collegians. Eight college players were killed m 1931 while only two
·- · i
!reir lives this year.
Last year a 13-year old girl was among
the ·victims and this year a convict in a
Connecticut prison was among the fatally injured.

Ohio U. and Miami on
New Football Schedule
(Ccmtinucd from Page 6)

a number of thrilling battles can safely
be promised.
One significant point to keep in mind
while reviewing Carroll's opponents for
next year is this. Every one of those
teams outscored its opponents over the
entire 1934 campaign by at least fifteen
pomts. Yes, Carroll should have some
real competition next year.

Carroll Ends
Good Season
Yarr's Initial Year Successful
With 5 Wins, 2 Ties, 2 Defeats;
Miami Game, Feature
The dull thud of cleated foot against
pigskin, the excited roar of the feverish
crowd, the shrill ring of the referee"s
whistle and the sharp barking of signals
are things of the past. The 1934 footban season has come to a close.
The Big Four ended their football
season on Thanksgiving day when John
Carroll went down to a 14-0 defeat at
the hands of a powerful Reserve eleven.
The Blue Streaks proved themselves
to be worthy of the title. "the best defen ive team in the Big Four."
The first quarter consisted of a punting duel between Zeh and Clark for
the Cats, and Scope! and Thompson of
the Streaks. The only scoring attempt
was an uns uccessful try for a placement field goal by Ray Zeh. Shortly
after the start of the second period
Reserve got a break when Thompson's
pu nt went out of bounds on the Carroll
37 yard lin e.
Ray Zeh then tossed a long one to
Clyde Ford, who raced to the 9. Clark
called for two lines smashes but failed
to gain. Zeh faked another plunge and
then lateralled to Ippolito, who galloped untouched across the goal-line.
Zeh converted on a placement.
Cats Score Again
The Red and ·whites' second score
occurred m the third quarter after a
wild Carr-oll lateral was intercepted
on Carroll's 27. Again the Cat's running attack bogged down, but they
took to the air and made a first down
on the 14. Three more plays carried the
ball to another first down on the
Streak's 3 yard line.
\Vhcn two line plays once more failed, Vic Ippolito went back to pass.
Finding no receiver open, the shifty
right half-back reversed his field and
crossed the final marker unimpeded.
Ray Zeh booted the extra point.
The oustanding players in this contest were Ippolito and Zeh for the
Cats, while Steve Guley and Vince Glorioso starred on the defensive.
Successful Season
This game concluded Tom Yarr's
first season at John Carrol l. The Blue
and Gold won five, tied two and lost
two. They opened with a 34-14 victory
ove r We tminister but were defeated
by Baldwin-Wallace in their initial Big
Four invasion. The score was 10-7.
Adrian returned to Michigan after
a 27-0 defeat. Carroll gained at will
against the invaders and practically the
whole squad saw action. Case fought
our team to a 0-0 tie on Oct. 20, at the
stadium. The Streaks failed to capitalize on several scoring chances, but
clearly out-played the Scientists.
The outstanding local football upset

BOTAt-JY

Intramural Schedule
And League
Groupings

Union Bus Depot
W. 3rd and Superior
MAin 1556

jNeither Man Nor Frigidity
Can Stop Frosh Gytn Period

Alas! P oor Fre~h ic· ! In add ition to are on a team. Yun are all set to ~hoot
the usual torments showered upon that for the ba;ket wht 1 wham~- your fee t
haples group, ano ther. listed in the cat- are k nock.:d frutn under you!
alogue a · "P hys ical Education" is being
Finally then. the h\ n halve: of the
inflicted. Let me descri be the action ac- cla~s form a line at opposite .:nd f the
companying the fre hman gy m period.
gym.
You, with about 30 other boys dash
"You are going to play ind11or foot(all right, then, you walk ) across the
yard and up the sta ir to change your ball," says T~1mmy Yarr. ''\\'he 1 I roll
clothes. The temperature out. ide 1s this ball in the rcnkr, rtbh [(>r it, and
about 40 degrees, but that is hot com- try to carry it over the ;'ll:ll line.''
.
.
•
pared to \\hat it seems inside. A ftcr
break ing a cou ple teeth becau. e thev
Churklmg a httle h) hnn.;dt he rol ls
American League
are cha tteri ng so, you hustle down to a~ the ball slowly arrn>s the tloor. A da.:;h
Biologists ........................ B . ~ardi
even-more-fri gid gy m.
I that wopuldhput ~ g~ld rush I<? :hame enPico Jrs ....................... B . O'Toole
cr aps _It ts your mtstortune to
T ommy Ya rr, Carroll -~rid mentor. acts sues.
Buckeyes ............. ......... J. Nantell
.oneer H
·
•· 'tt t " ,, get the hall. It ~<>. you are soon at th,~
as executl
•
.
c rnes, ·"' en ton .
f
. .
.
Hottentots .................... T . Peoples
1?ottom o a he~p of tunous, cl~\\ mg
T hen come the rol l call.
Celtics ...................... B. :McMahon
F olio i
th t
f
d . ·
.
trosh and arc bemg dragged m~·rc 1 1cssly
.
w ng
a ~re. a ew n 11 s m 1111 1- acros the floor. .
.
League of Nations ....T . Sweeney
.
.
1tary command·. R1ght face ; left dress;
at ease I"
1 he game proceeds hn,kly enough to
Dome1tics .................. J. Dempsey
You do a couple laps
d tl
•
uit anybody for a whil,•. Then. when
Breadwinners ............ L . Kalusza
.
b tl
.arount 1e g) 111 the action settles a hit. Tommv Yarr
Band ........................ B. Deckman
.. . .
,,
.
·
Unt 11 y 0 ur rea 1 comes 111 pan s.
"n ' hen told to stop you heave a stg
. 11 howl.,
. k to mtx
. tt up.. He. qlllcth·· cro,~es
National League
111s
and get
d fo
d · d
t B,
nccs ''"'! 11 the atr ol the old Roman
·
rea y
r a e tre re· . ut
Cl · ·
b ·
Pico Srs ............... .......... B. \Voods
no, in a few min utes you find vou rself peop 1e watc 1ling , 1rtsttan,;.. em_(( burned
Organic Chem . ........ Matuszewski
·n a ga
•k
at the stake. Tt s an excttmg >port {or
englllfed l
me common 1y nown
d
.
.
.
Whirlwinds .................. J. Cassid y
th t it more e,·ery1)0 Y . and one wtth the thnll ot
·
as "bask tball " y 0
e
·
u opme a
the hun t in it.
Flyers ...................... E. McCarthy
closely resembles a free-for-all. Fifteen
Clan of Gaels ................ ]. Ziegler
But a few hours lat\:r vou come to the
conclu. ion that it wasn:t so had afte r
Freshman Scientists .... A. Noetzel
all. T hat exerci,e brought a new supBears .............................. ]. Oliveri
ply of air to your lungs , and. altho you
Kuz Klub ........................ J. Drain
arc till '"ery tired anrl ~ore, it might
Cyclones .................. 11. Cesnovar
have been wor c if a steam roller harl
Akron 32. haron 31-a long ri,·alry
taken a not ion to pass m·cr you.
was the defeat of a heavy and greatly of these two facti ons of Carroll H a ll
Tommy Yarr has extcn:i\·c plans fo r
favored Miami eleven, Buckeye Con- was finally settled by this o ne-po int
the classes m Freshman phy,ical educaference champs of '33. The score was marg in. The game, which was play ed
20-0. On Nov. 3 the Streaks engaged on December 13, ,,·as fa st and interes t- tion. "There "·ill be supcn·i ·crl physical
Akron on the latters ho me grounds ing with vict or y alwa ys in doubt. Fenn c- instruction wi th play," he ·aid. "Part oi
and defeated the Zippers 14-6.
gan of Sharon led both teams in see r- the time will be dc\·otec!" to fcrrnal c·crDayton and Carroll fou g ht to a score- ing w ith a total of 14 poin ts. H eutsche, cises. ,\not hcr p:~r t will hr gi\·en over
less tie before a migration day crowd :\fcCarthy, O'Toole, and lv[ cG ill com- to rec reation .• Still anothr1· pcriorl will
consist of instruction in the rule: of a ll
of Streak rooters. In their only Sun- pleted the Sharon scoring.
day contest our team were victorious
1\kron flashed better balanced tea m- the vari ous sport;; all the w:~y frc•m pingover St. Viator, 19-0. Carroll football work, led by Garrett with 10 point . H ow- pong to foothal l."
for 1934 closed with theRe erve game. ever, he was closely followed by O ' N eil ~······································
Big Four Selections
and Garcia with eight. Courtney with
FANA'S
Four Carroll players were selected five, Ralb, Kemple and Krumeich also
on an All-Big Four team picked by ,;..p=la='y=e=d=fo=r= A=k=r=o=n=.=========tl
BARBER SHOP
the gridders themselves. Scrappy Vince llr
Special Rates to Carroll Students
Glorio o, Streak center was almost a
St. Ignatius
1751 West 25th
unanimou s choice for this position.
Mike Artale, at half-back, Steve Guley ,
CONFECTIONERY
........•..••..••....••..........•. . "
at tackle and Bill 1\ardi at guard were
CARROL~!~RPGNATIUS
························ ············~
the other selections. These selections
MEET and EAT
Day and Evening .••.
were real honors to the four men , since
Corner W est 30th and Bridge Ave.
opponents are the best judges of the
-STUDENTS
player' ability.
WASTE NO TIME-VVe Have
Tom Yarr, with his assistants. 1-Iike
QUICK SERVICE and
Koken and Judge Carberry, has done
a fine job of fir t year coaching. The
FINE FOODS
Cleveland's Comfortable
!'\ otre Dame system introduced this
Wine and Beer Parlor
Wallace Grosse'
year, depends upon quick starting, hard
Finest Imported and Domestic Wines
hitting and intricate ball handling. It
DRUG
STORE and
is difficult to ab orb all this in one seaBlatz Light and Dark on Tap
son, but with the expected strong reRESTAURANT
inforcements from the Fre hman ranks,
Dinners Lunches
2528 Lorain Avenue
the boys should really go some place
{ 3 Minutes W alk to Class)
2936 Lorain
next year.
~-···································~
Monday, Jan. 7
League of 1\ations vs. Buckeyes.
Domestics vs. Pi co J rs.
Pico Srs. vs. Organic Chemists.
Tuesday, Jan. 8
Kuz Klub vs. Clan of Gaels .
·whirlwinds n.-Flyers.
Hottentots vs. Breadwinners.
VVednesday, Jan. 9
Freshman Scientists vs. Cyclones.
Biologists vs. Celtics.

Akron 32, Sharon 31
As Boarders Battle

BRAUSTUBL

:·· ·.

SUT ANY PIPE..
YOVIll()(AL AGflfT WILl CHEERFVtl Y FU/l/VISH YOU
WITH INFORMATION AND FA IUS
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NOW IN l"HE T'I'PE5 Of

114ERE ARE GROUP PTERI DOP
~~~~~F_E._;,_RNS, ETC.., E

.

TASTES BETTER WHE.N
FILLED WITH
Mll..O, MELLOW

PRINCE

ALBERT.

These excursion rates do not apply
between Cleveland and Settlement
Road.
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Carroll Band Re-elects
Anthony Horak President

Symposium on Communism to Be Presented by Students

In keeping with the present election Four Speakers Will Deal With
spirit of the various organizations in
Communistic Tenets
the school, the Carroll band members
held their own annual elections at a
Joseph P. Owens
meeting last week. As a result, Tony
Following the lead of Soda lit)• leaders
· · as pres1dent;
·
Horak retains his pos1t10n
throughout the United States, John Carhe was re -elected president by a unani- roll socialists have taken up the study
mous vote. Other officers chosen are: of Communism.
Last summer when this subject was
Michael Dwyer, vice-president; Ladisint roduced as a sodality project, some
laus Vondra, secretary; John :t\ eely, of
the sodalists and the faculty passed
treasurer.
up the topic without giving it even curAlthough freshmen members were al- sory attention. Other students were inlowed to vote, they were not eligible for Hamed with enthusiasm. This latter
high offices. However, several under- group realized that here was a topic
classmen were appointed to mincrr posi- that would provide enough exciting
tions; Thomas Vincent and Ernest Rea- war k to k eep t h em b usy f or a Iong
vetz were selected librarians, and Louis while.
Horvath was elected publicity manager
There are two ways of attackin g
for the band.
Communism. One is to ignore ComAt the meeting, plans for the annual munists and to teach Catholic doctrine;
band concert were considered and the other is to expose th e machinations
adopted. Several members volunteered of the Communist Party. Carroll, workto render solos; from these will be ing in conjunction with the corporate
picked the solois ts for the regular con- colleges, will use both 1~ethods of atcert program. Among other plan s tack. It is planned at the present time
adopted was the organization of a band to prepare a symposium on Communbasketball team . Bill Deckman is the ism.
manager.
Four speakers will deal with separate

Horror of Hamburger
As Exposed by Ob erver

I

( C()n/illll•.'d from Pagr 1)
phases of the topic. Two of the speakers C. E. Leighe)·, S. ]., Lecturer,
(cater's :uicide, you fre hman). It is a
will be from Carroll and two will rcpreFaced tcith Many Libel Suits
distressing thought to realize that fifty
sent the g irls' college . As there will be
times when feminine speake rs could not man scare let us quote two cases: Rev . million .\mcricans arc sweeping off
their future headstones with .ome respo sibly address a particular audience, Charles E. Leighey, S.J., ha · been
· h er b ecause of the phystcal
·
d anger stu d ymg
·
·
·
taurant keeper's kitchen broom.
ett
an d 1ecturtng
on C ommtmtsm
~lany a man has been outwitted by
involved or because of the character of for the past seven years, and during that a hamburger with a school-girl comsome particular group, there will be time he has had no less than seven suits plcxion. Don't presume that a rosy redtwo male speakers to take their places. for libel against him. The Campion ness indicates health On the contrary.
Cl
it may mean that the conscience of the
In a matter such as this there is much
ub, a down-east organization, has
·
poor, misguided hodge-podge is causphysical danger involved. It may be specialized in printing and distributing
ing it to blush with shame for passing
personal violence or it may take the Catholic literature to Communist march- itself off as food.
form of a suit for libel. The Communi. t er , and as a result they ha\'C often
.\ good hamburger is one tha is put
party is a militant organization. Its suffered physical injury.
together; not accumulated. If the thing
ro ter contains groups of what might be
is readil)· chewable, eat it: ii it must be
·
But irregardles of the physic-al dan- gnawed, give it to some other rat. Bite
ca 11 e d " mmute
men " b ecause they are
ready at a moment's notice to carry a ger or the hard work, there are Carroll -never snap-at hamburgers. A snap
banner in a demonstration against war, student who will undertake the task judgment might co~t you a front tooth,
or to picket a factory that has fired a and they will receive whole-hearted sup- were you to strike a buried rock. For
Communist worker because he was con- port from the odality and :;tudcnt~.
future guidance, tack this motto on your
stantly sti rrin g up trouble. Its roster
----- - wall; "Before you Ingest-Investigate!"
also list. shrewd lawyers who are ready
11aybe you were unaware of the fact
to file suit as soon as word is recei,·ed that the walls of John Carroll "Cniversity
College men and women are. on the
from the supe rior. The speaker who enclose quite a few curiosities in the average, taller than those young men
will take part in this sympo ium mu t Science line. If you don't believe tne, and women who do not attend an in·titherefore be ready for any kind of an ask Fr. Trame: he has just completed tution of higher education-according to
attack.
correcting a fe\\ hundred fre -hman Dr. Harold S. Diehl, of the University
Just to show that this i not a bogey Biolog~ Tests.
of lllinnesota medical faculty.

FROM

TOBACCO COMPANY
CAMEL CIGARETTES
ALBERT SMOKING

TOBACCO

A pound o£ Prince
Albert io glass humi·
dor, gaily pacluged.

e

Cigarettes for Christmas! No smoker ever has too many. But
which cigarette? Remember that the brand you give reflects your
own good taste ... your sense of discrimination. That's why we suggest Camels. They are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos
than any other popular brand. They are the choice of distinguished men and women in every field of the social and business
worlds. And their finer tobaccos bring that welcome "lift" in
energy-that warm good cheer-which is, after all-Christmas!

The l·pound tin of mild,
mellow •·p. A." specially
wrapped for ChristmaS.

The special Christmu
pa.cltage with 4 boxes of
Camel"flat 6Jcies"-just
the inexpensive gift
you have been waotiD.g.

e

Ten pach of Cameu" ewe-a ties'' -ia their beau·
tiful Chriscmu wrapper
CopJTJdlt. 1934.

:a 1. Be:vnoldJ Tobaooo
CoiiiP&D7

make a wdcome gift for

di.Jcriminatina smoken.

Is there a pipe smoker on your Christmas
list? Then your problem is solved. He's made
it easy. Give him long evenings of calm con·
tentment. Give him the sheer joy of ripe, mellow tobacco-cool and mild and biteless. Give
him Prince Albert ... "The National Joy Smoke."
What a man spends his own money for is what
he really likes. And more men spend their money
for Prince Albert than any other pipe tobacco.

